INTRODUCTION
The modern CBRN (chemical, biological, radioactive or nuclear) troops belong to one of the newest military branches of the Polish Armed Forces. The reason for this course of affairs, with respect to the history of military science, lies in relatively recent discovery and military application of the features of combat measures constituting the part of the weapon of mass destruction (chemical, radioactive or biological substances) as the weaponry.
While addressing the issues related to the education of the prospective officers of chemical corps, the reasons that triggered the process of its establishment should be considered. As repeatedly evidenced in the history of military science, the cause of the formation initially the service and finally chemical troops 1 is to be sought in the devel- 1 The impropriety regarding the issue of the appropriate usage of the terms chemical service or chemical branch is to be clarified and simultaneously corrected at this point. Since its establishment in 1957 this specialty functioned in the military nomenclature as chemical service, unfortunately in the Abstract:
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chemical troops, education, Gas School, Chemical Weaponry School, Gas Defense School opment of the new combat measures (i.e. chemical weapon). The emergence of this weapon was connected with evolving nature of combat operations, resulting from civilization progress, particularly the dynamic industrial development in the turn of nineteenth and twentieth centuries, including chemical industry. Its development resulted in the appearance of chemical weapon 2 . This was also linked to the growth of threats associated with this kind of weapon on the then and contemporary battlefields. The increased significance, mass nature, as well as its application on the World War I battlefields contributed to the initiation of systemized training for the emerging military specialty, which yielded the establishment of the Gas School for the chemical branch in 1919.
THE GAS SCHOOL
The interwar period (post-partition) was the complicated time for newly reborn Polish state. The state created from the patchwork of three partitions faced significant problems. The occurrence of obstacles and complications touched any single field or area. The formation of the Polish Armed Forces 3 was the area of significant importance presumably the most paramount one in the then period. Along with its formation, the new military specialty, which covered chemical (gas) issues, was distinguished. The formation established at that time, despite several transformations triggered by variable situation, has survived and exists nowadays as the chemical forces.
In October 1918 the new central authority for the gas service management was incorporated into the structures of the Polish Armed Forces. It was the Chemical Section 4 of the Artillery Department VII of the Ministry of Military Affairs. Moreover, in September 1919 within the framework of creation the gas service's structures on lower levels, the interim establishment of gas officers for the Supreme Command, front commands and infantry divisions and regiments 5 was created and implemented.
The responsibilities of the newly emerging branch included keeping the record of gas protecting measures and maintaining them in proper conditions 6 Its implementation in the common and mass way is worth emphasizing, since it did not happen before; it was not used as weapon, only occasionally and experimentally or for accidental application. 3 The perspective and consequently the 1919-1920 Polish-Soviet War itself, despite various aspects, was not without significance as for forming the armed forces, the structure and military thought of the then period; see: J. Maroń, Wokół teorii rewolucji militarnej: wybrane problemy, Wrocław 2011, p. 150. 4 The main task of the Section was the delivery of explosive and pyrotechnical materials and the means of gas defense. ing the trainings (lectures) 7 in units equipped with gas measures and assets assuring their proper exploitation and protection in case of usage on a battlefield 8 .
The newly created formation did not provide the basic education for officers but executed the course-based training consisting in adopting to the chemical specialty the soldiers already possessing the officer's ranks. In the initial period after World War I, a civilian candidate or a non-commissioned officer was obliged to accomplish an infantry course which lasted four months 9 . Thereafter, he was supposed to undergo twomonth traineeship in infantry units after finishing of which he was promoted to the rank of an officer (the way to train an officer altered along with transformations of educational system). Not until an officer was appointed to a position in another military branch, he underwent specialized (directed) training during the applicatory course, in this case, chemical (gas) training 10 .
In the turn of July and August 1919 the Gas School 11 was established in Warsaw in order to facilitate the requalification and the development of the officer cadre for fulfilling the specialized chemical tasks. In terms of subordination it was supervised the Science and Military Educational Department of the Ministry of Military Affairs. It first main office was located in Powązki 12 , afterwards due to the lack of the sufficient number of the offices and consequently opportunities for the relevant development and fulfillment of tasks it had to be relocated. Therefore, upon the request of the Gas School Management, its the new intended location was overhauled by a gas officer of the Supreme Command. Following the favorable opinion, a building in barracks at 11 Ludna Street in Warsaw 13 , whose entire third floor was dedicated to the needs of the School, became its new location. The existing promises were allocated to auditoria and 7 They covered the courses in the field of gas chemistry, theory of canisters, construction of masks, gas shells and mines, theoretical and practical meteorology and rescue; see: A. Wysocki, op.cit., p. 19; Z. Zielonka, op.cit., pp. 32-33. 8 The use of the chemical weapon on battlefields of the just ended War is to be born in mind as well as the fact that this weapon was instanced in the armories of neighboring states -including Russia, with which the conflict began relatively soon. accommodations for participants of the gas courses, as well as the gas museum 14 . The barrack's premises were prepared to accommodate the school HQ, 50 officer students and 100 non-commissioned officer students. The process of the relocation of the school commenced in November 1919.
In the newly created Gas School mainly the training in the framework of ten-day informative courses 15 for officers and non-commissioned officers 16 of all military branches were conducted. Based on the then regulations, the officers and the non-commissioned officers assigned to the gas officers' positions had to sequentially listen to lectures in the Gas School in Warsaw. Until 6 th of December 1919 the Gas School educated 914 gas service officers, including 52 doctors 17 .
In the following year the school was called the Military Gas School 18 and the training period was extended to three weeks. Afterwards its name was changed into the Central Gas School 19 . Since 1921 only the officers were trained in the framework of eight or twelve-week courses.
THE CHEMICAL WEAPONRY SCHOOL 1923-1924
In 1923 the further reorganization of the School was conducted. Pursuant to the order of the Minister of Military Affairs, on 1 st January 1923 it began operating according to new establishments. Apart from the establishment, the name of the school was changed into the Chemical Weaponry School 20 . Based on the new organizational structure the establishment of the school was as in figure 1.
The school HQ was represented by the Commandant at the rank of colonel, the adjutant (at the rank of captain), three clerks and a typewriter. The Education Department consisted of scientific personnel: the director of education, lecturers, assistants, managers, instructors and a translator. The Administrative Department included the administrative and fleet section and quartermaster personnel. In total the staff of the 14 The Report of the Department Head to the second vice Minister of Military Affairs on gathering the significant number of the artifacts for the Gas Museum; see: CAW, ZA No I.300.3.2. 15 Apart from the course-based trainings, the informative type lectures aimed at presenting the chemical issues were conducted. 16 In addition to the courses organized by the School, the divisional gas officers were responsible for the issues related to the training of the gas non-commissioned officers and for that reason they organized the courses on the front ( This crew was responsible for organizing and conducting the educational process within the framework of three courses i.e.:
 Course for gas officers;
 Chemical weaponry course;
 Course for branch officers.
Apart from that, the establishment specified the allowable number of seats for the gas officers' course and the twelve-month course of chemical weaponry, which counted respectively 80 and 30 seats.
The course for gas officers was of informative nature and lasted for one month. The course was intended for the gas officers who were appointed to or held such positions in military institutions and units 21 or in the military branches schools. It was the permanent course, organized cyclically -six times per year.
The fact of implementation of the new establishments for Central Schools and Training Camps since 1 st January 1923 was of utmost importance as far as organizing the abovementioned course is concerned. In the case of military schools the introduced establishment enforced the joint position of weaponry and gas officers (at the rank of captain), and in the structure of training camps the unassisted position of the gas officer, to whom the gas non-commissioned officer was subordinated. The new positions triggered the necessity of training the personnel, who had already been appointed to those positions but had not acquired the appropriate knowledge.
Another position following from the new establishment of military schools, which reflected the requirement of the introduction of the new combat asset as well as, in particular, the protection measures against it, was the position of the gas science lecturer in the Education Department (at the rank of captain/major), who was responsible for adequate realization of chemical education 22 . Therefore, in the light of the situation 21 It was directed in particular to officers of regiments, whose positions required specialized knowledge to secure effective functioning and fulfillment of anti-gas defense tasks in a regiment; see: R. Tomaszewski, op.cit., p. 237. 22 The chemical issues (anti-gas defense and gas science) were the obligatory subjects in the military schools; see 
Weaponry School Chemical
School Command Education Department Administrative Department described above, the course for branch officers was organized for lecturers of military schools and didactic personnel conducting the trainings related to chemistry subjects. It was the stationary course, whose duration was four months 23 .
The chemical weaponry course was intended for the officers of respective military branches and services responsible for overall activities related to functioning of the gas defense. The appropriate preparation of the command and staff personnel of the military branches for realization of anti-gas protection 24 as the new military specialty was the main objective of the course.
The establishment of the training chemical company at the School was another factor, which reflected the transformation of the gas service. The activities under the challenge were aimed at research purposes. It allowed re-directing the didactic activities to scientific and experimental ground as well as practical field training tracks 25 .
THE GAS SCHOOL 1925-1937
In April 1925 the Chemical Weaponry School returned to its original name, The Gas School 26 and its structure was modified for a subsequent time. Warszawa -Marymont became the location of the school. The undergone alternations reflected the then tendencies prevailing in the Armed Forces of the II Polish Republic, triggered by the transformations of the state. In the structure of the Gas School there were included: The school continued education of the personnel through conducting the specialized courses such as:
 five-month chemical weaponry specialty course 29 ;
 two-week informative course 30 ;
 one-month ant-gas defense course 31 (Table 1) ;
 anti-gas platoon leaders' course 32 (Table 2) ;
 four-week anti-gas defense course for reserve officers 33 .
What is more, the four-week anti-gas defense courses for non-commissioned officers were conducted. 33 The courses for reserve officers were organized separately for each type of military branch e.g. the infantry, the cavalry etc. or depending on the requirements, as general one for all specialties. 34 In 1929 the gas course appeared under the name the one-month course. On the day orders of the Gas School both nomenclatures were used interchangeably. Concurrently, the provisions, in which both the names were combined -the one-month gas course, which was presumably dictated by its duration and the appropriate name of the course, can be found. (Figure 2 ). The badge consisted of the hexagonal shield, the so-called 'benzene', with the glazed yellow-green 41 arms, on the top of which the silver, dark-oxidized eagle with the golden crown and legs was fixed. 35 For the first time those officers were distinguished by the corps in the day order: infantry -16, cavalry -9, artillery -5, engineering -1, signal -2, automotive -1, military police -2, medical -3. 36 One officer of the intendant corps joined the course at the later date. 
THE GAS DEFENSE SCHOOL 1937-1939
Staring from 11 th May 1937 the Gas School was renamed as the Gas Defense School 48 and functioned under this name till the outbreak of the World War II, still being located in Warsaw -Marymont until the spring of 1938.
In striving for the further unification of the training process and the central supervision of the military education, the Center of Anti-aircraft and Anti-gas Training 49 After the school had been relocated to the Training Center, its establishment was altered. The School structure was as follows: The school continued education of the cadre for the purposes of the chemical branch by the means of the specialized courses till the end of the interwar period within the structures of the Center.
CONCLUSIONS
Along with the revival of the Polish state, the process of forming the new military branch, which was the chemical service, began and the modern Chemical Forces constitutes its equivalent. The structure of the school, as well as its name had been substantially altered following from the evolution of the armed forces and the chemical branch itself. The transformations of the school were the natural consequence of undergoing transitions and the desire to meet them through the adaptation to the current requirements of the army.
At the time of establishment, the institution functioned under the name of the Gas School. Initially, the training process was based on short-term improvement courses organized for various groups, frequently on the basis of informative lectures only, which merely enabled the introduction to the issues of the gas science.
Along with the implementation of the new establishments for all military schools in 1923, the education process was systematized, owing to launching the three main training specialties, and the duration of the courses was standardized as well. The above-mentioned reorganization, which caused the return to the previous school's name, was the period of the most intense activeness of the Gas School. Throughout that period, the most significant number of the specialized courses for the particular specialties was conducted; moreover, the school extended its educational activities by providing the courses for professional non-commissioned officers. Therefore, the concurrent course-based education of officers and non-commissioned officers by one institution was assured.
The last period of the school's functioning was associated with its further reorganization, the change of name as well as its relocation from the capital city to the newly built and established Center of Anti-aircraft and Anti-gas Training in Traugutów, 4 kilometers away from Brest.
The interwar period of forming and functioning of the chemical branch school resulted in the establishment of the specialized chemical education center, which enabled the training and consequently education of both officer and non-commissioned officer cadre for the chemical branch's purposes. What is more, the model of the refreshment trainings for the privates and professional soldiers of other branches was developed. As a result, acquiring the essential knowledge and skills required to effective and practical handling of the chemical measures and assets, particularly defense against toxic impact of chemical weapon, became possible.
